Chris Leidy Photography Launches New York Studio
New York City, NY—April 21, 2016
Chris Leidy, opened his New York City studio with a celebratory launch at 149
West 22nd Street in New York City. After 8 years of showing his extraordinary
collection of fine art photographs in Chris Leidy’s home of Palm Beach, he has
moved to New York where he has already caught the attention of art collectors,
designers, and ocean enthusiasts.

Chris Leidy has found his inspiration within the depths of global oceans.
Amidst mass movement and his solo dives, he explores light, motion and
scale underwater to compose his vision. He goes in the deep-seas and
dives in mysterious and unpredictable depths in landscapes with
extraordinary creatures. His adventures have mostly been in the warm
waters of Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Micronesia, Vanuatu, the Cocos
Islands, and most recently Sumatra, Tonga, and the Solomon Islands. His
next adventure will be an exploration of ice in the Artic, May 2016.
His choice to capture the rare elements of natural beauty underwater and
to share them with those who may never experience this first hand is his
mission. This vision is presented in a two part series titled STOP MOTION
and FOCAL POINT; both of which seize the fast pace of light and life
below the surface. They are curated through mediums such as aluminum,
lustre & matte paper, and plexiglass further defining his visual language.
About Artist Chris Leidy
Christopher P. Leidy is the great, great grandson of Joseph Pulitzer, the
Hungarian born American newspaper publisher who established in 1917
the Pulitzer Prizes. He is the grandson of re-knowned designer Lilly
Pulitzer Rousseau. Chris has steadily established his own legacy as the
foremost underwater artist producing images of rare beauty. Chris Leidy
Photography is located at 149 West 22nd Street in New York City and the
Palm Beach Gallery is located at 219 Royal Poinciana Way. Inquiries
should be directed to sales@chrisleidyphotography.com. Images and
information can be found at www.chrisleidyphotography.com.

